
Dun & Bradstreet has moderated its real GDP growth 
forecast for 2017 from 2.4% to 2.2% after Q2 data 
indicated a pull-back in investment. We think the 
pull-back in investment reflects the uncertainty for 
Apple suppliers as the iPhone X model reshapes 
Apple’s component demand patterns. Additionally, this 
pull-back arises from the loss of competitiveness for 
Taiwanese producers so far in 2017, as the currency 
has appreciated 7.3% against the US dollar to date. 
The weak property market has also seen a contraction 
in construction investment. A corollary of the stronger 
currency year-to-date is very weak or almost absent 
inflation. CPI inflation has remained below 1.0% 
y/y almost every month of 2017 and is persuading 
businesses to postpone spending.

Meanwhile, Taiwan’s limited and highly domestic 
- even parochial - newsflow, including lately a new 
premier and cabinet reshuffle, and plans to make the 
electrical grid more stable, is beginning to stand out as 
a virtue in a region troubled by new security threats 
and sphere of influence rivalries. Despite US pressure to 
upgrade its military hardware, including the ambitious 
plans to update its F16 fleet, Taiwan has essentially 
conceded the military balance to China. With less 
representation in the UN and other multilateral bodies 
than Palestine, Taiwan is arguably already subject to 
the Pax Sinica that other recognised sovereign actors 
in Asia are scrambling to avoid or temper with new 
alliances and military investments. The two chief 
mainland politicians responsible for Taiwan policy are 
due to retire at the Chinese Communist Party’s five-
yearly congress in October. This could pave the way 

for more cross-strait engagement and flexibility on the 
part of Beijing as China grapples with an increasingly 
complex Asian security environment.

Please click here to view the full report via your D&B 
subscription.

Country Headlines
– Indonesia - Strong trade recovery persisted 

as key commodity prices soar.
– South Korea - Thermonuclear test detonation 

transforms the regional military balance.
– Philippines - Economic growth remained 

exceptionally strong.
– Singapore - Manufacturing sector looks set 

to improve as global demand strengthens.
– Thailand - The opposition’s electoral chances 

weaken as Yingluck left the country.
– Vietnam - Vietnam seeks amendments to the 

Trans-Pacific Partnership deal.

Growth Outlook Subdued 
as Investment Contracts
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COUNTRY SPOTLIGHT TAIWAN

Whether you are involved in strategic investment 
decisioning; financial risk analysis; or supply 
chain management, understanding the operational 
landscape in the countries where you do business is 
crucial. Dun & Bradstreet Country Insight Services 
provide analysis, ratings, and forecasting for over 130 
countries. To find out more about our country insight 
reports and services please click here.
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We have downgraded the US’s rating outlook from 
‘stable’ to ‘deteriorating’ amid persistent domestic and 
cross-border political uncertainty, which is hampering 
the execution of growth-friendly policies and restricting 
business investment. Economic fundamentals remain 
robust, justifying the overall DB2a rating - only three 
countries rank higher in our 132-country coverage 
universe - but the overall rating’s Political Environment 
Outlook component remains firmly at red (downgraded 
from amber in March).

Despite the elevated level of political risk, uncertainty 
about the long-term attractiveness of the UK as a 
business hub amid Brexit, and poor growth in the 
first half of 2017, labour market conditions continue 
to improve. With a harmonised unemployment rate 
of 4.3% in June (down from 4.9% one year earlier), 
the country is almost at full-employment (which 
economists define as an unemployment rate of around 
3%). However, as high inflation continues to outstrip 
wage growth, households’ disposable incomes are 
falling, thereby weighing on economic growth.

The economy received a short-term reprieve 
from Congress on 8 September, when the house 
overwhelmingly voted to approve a USD15bn disaster 
aid package for victims of Hurricane Harvey, raise the 
debt ceiling, and fund the government for three months. 
On the surface, this looks like progress in Washington 
and averts a government shutdown in October, but in 
fact it only postpones the debt-ceiling debate (and the 
government shutdown threat) until December.

As a consequence of a weak pound and global 
commodity trends, inflationary pressures have built 
up over the past year. With 2.9% in August, inflation 
is significantly overshooting the Bank of England’s 
(BoE) 2% target. Although rate setters have so far 
been reluctant to return to a more restrictive policy 
- in order to stimulate the economy after the Brexit 
vote - recent remarks by BoE officials point towards an 
imminent interest rate increase.

– Spain - Robust private consumption served 
as the main growth driver.

– Netherlands - Fastest-growing economy in the 
euro zone as export growth climbs.

– Switzerland - Real GDP growth disappoints 
despite rising consumer confidence.

Country Headlines

– Germany - Increased political risk undeterred 
by robust economic outlook.

– France - The prime minister announces 
business-friendly reforms.

– Italy - Legacies of financial crisis amongst 
factors that serve as headwinds.

Click here to read the rest of the report if you have a 
subscription with us or contact your local D&B office

Click here to read the rest of the report if you have a 
subscription with us or contact your local D&B office

To read the full analysis on these countries click here or contact your local D&B office

Business Investment 
Faces Strong Headwind

Silver Lining Seen as 
Labour Market Improves

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

UNITED KINGDOM

October 2017



– D&B Onboard with Enhanced Screening to 
perform due diligence and entity verification 
in the customer onboarding process. In 
addition to using information and insight 
from Dun & Bradstreet’s global business data, 
the solution incorporates advanced screening 
from Regulatory DataCorp (RDC) to provide 
information on known or suspected corrupt 
figures, fraudsters, illicit financiers, money 
launderers, organized crime groups, terrorists, 
Politically Exposed Persons, and other relevant 
categories—all updated daily.

Results & Roi: Reduced Reputational And Credit Risk
With their new capabilities, the company has access to 
complete and reliable information about prospective 
customers, and is able to monitor existing customers 
on an ongoing basis. It has implemented consistent 
approaches to onboarding and risk management 
across the organization, and can now better identify 
the main areas of risk and opportunity, with a clearer, 
more informed view of customers and credit policies.

PROJECT CONSULTANCY PROTECTS BRAND WITH COMPLIANCE 
AND ACCESS TO INSIGHT FROM DUN & BRADSTREET AND 

REGULATORY DATACORP

COMPLIANCE: THE BUSINESS ASPECT 
THAT YOU CAN NEVER NEGLECT

This international professional staffing and 
recruitment services company serves clients 
in sectors such as oil and gas, automotive, 
infrastructure, aerospace, telecommunications, 
and pharmaceuticals. To protect its reputation and 
brand, this company wanted greater insight into its 
customers – especially those in high-risk regions. 
As a global organization with offices in more than 
30 countries, the company was looking to create 
a more consistent approach across the entire 
organization for assessing project and client risk. 

The Solution: A Suite Of Solutions To Improve 
Customer Insight
The company engaged Dun & Bradstreet, which 
brought together the company’s finance, data and 
compliance departments, creating a customized 
solution to address their unique perspectives to their 
mutual data challenges. As a result, the company 
implemented Dun & Bradstreet solutions:
– Master Data Management to cleanse and create 

uniform data.

To find out how D&B can help your company to achieve similar Results & ROI,
contact your local D&B office now



According to Singapore Commercial Credit Bureau 
(SCCB)’s Business Optimism Index study, Business 
sentiments among local companies have remained 
upbeat despite moderating slightly for the final quarter 
of 2017.  BOI dropped to +2.60 percentage points in 
Q4 2017. To read the full report, click here. 

The manufacturing outlook remained optimistic 
with 4 indicators in the positive region for Q4 2017. 
Both volume of sales and net profits have increased 
from +7.50 percentage points in Q3 2017 to +4.76 
percentage points and +7.89 percentage points in Q4 
2017 respectively. These increments are attributed to the 
growth of electronics and precision engineering sectors.

The services sentiments within the services sector have 
also remained relatively upbeat with 4 indicators in the 
positive territory. This was largely attributed to resilient 
growth in the education, health and social services as 
well as corporate services sectors. Both volume of sales 
and net profit improved from +1.47 percentage points 
in Q3 2017 to +2.50 percentage points and +3.75 
percentage points respectively in Q4 2017.

Ms Chia, SCCB’s Chief Executive Officer, commented 
that while the business sentiments dipped slightly for Q4 
2017, strong sequential growth in the manufacturing 
segment and a recovery of export markets around 
the region has led businesses to maintain positive for 

Sentiments Steeped Slightly 
While Remaining Robust

the final quarter of 2017. Meanwhile, a lacklustre 
construction demand in terms of contracts awarded 
will likely persist due primarily to a weak demand for 
private industrial and commercial projects.  However, 
it is expected that the overall outlook will remain 
stable for the rest of 2017 as Singapore’s economy will 
continue to be supported by robust public finances and 
the government’s fiscal buffers to further diversify the 
country’s economic base and keep negative shocks at 
bay in the near-term.

ASIA NEWSFLASH
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By Singapore Commercial Credit Bureau | Dun & Bradstreet WWN partner

OVERALL BUSINESS OPTIMISM SCORE, Q4 2014 – Q4 2017
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BANKRUPTCIES AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT IN CHINA

Patchy data coverage has prompted us to disregard China’s total failure rates in H1 2017; as such, our China 
bankruptcy data covers the whole year of 2016. In this period there were 125% more corporate failures in China 
(representing 0.03% of our total active universe). The sharply increasing failure rate is at least partly a consequence 
of the fact that resorting to formal bankruptcy procedures is still relatively uncommon in China. That consideration 
aside, we still would have expected to see an increasing failure rate given the financial troubles at state-owned 
enterprises, weaknesses in upstream industry, historical over-investment (particularly in real estate), and debt 
overhang. While it is not our baseline scenario, we believe there is a non-negligible risk of the credit cycle turning 

ASIA NEWSFLASH

ASIA PERSPECTIVES
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Global Bankruptcy Report 2017
By Dun & Bradstreet Worldwide Network

October 2017
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COMPILED BY THE MEMBERS OF D&B WORLDWIDE NETWORK, THIS REPORT PROVIDES INSIGHT INTO THE 
GLOBAL ECONOMY AND THE BANKRUPTCY RATES OF 46 MARKETS (AN INCREASE FROM 38 MARKETS 
FROM THE PREVIOUS EDITION). TO READ THE FULL REPORT, CONTACT YOUR LOCAL D&B OFFICE NOW.
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nasty in 2018, as several leading indicators point to worsening conditions (diminished profitability at listed and 
non-listed companies, widening corporate bond yields). Dun & Bradstreet forecasts continued soft deceleration in 
China, to 6.6% in 2017 and 6.2% in 2018.

BANKRUPTCIES AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT IN JAPAN

Corporate failures in Japan were effectively stagnant (recording a -0.9% drop) in the year through to June 2017, 
halting the decline seen in previous years. As a percentage of the Dun & Bradstreet active company universe, the 
failures represented 0.19% of the total. However, while the failure rate continues to hover at record lows (the lowest 
number of company failures in 26 years, since comparable records exist), the actual situation is more nuanced.

Despite an overall fall in the bankruptcy rate, the official statistics hide the fact that a large number of small 
companies are unviable and survive merely by deferring loan, interest and tax payments, and by tapping personal 
savings to prevent closure (so-called ‘zombie companies’). This has been facilitated by a law on easy loan rescheduling 
introduced in the aftermath of the financial crisis; the law has since expired but banks are reportedly pressurised by 
politicians to keep companies alive. The phenomenon constitutes, in effect, unfair competition, as viable companies 
are forced to compete on price while repaying their debts and taxes. There is also a widespread practice of winding 
down operations rather than going through a costly legal bankruptcy. This form of cessation (businesses that are 
discontinued, suspended, or liquidated) has actually surged in significance and now dwarfs the number of official 
bankruptcies. According to Tokyo Shoko Research, there were nearly 30,000 liquidated businesses in 2016, a record 
high, while the total number of bankruptcies was just under 8,500.

Another reason behind the surge in business dissolutions is that ageing owners/employers are struggling to find 
successors and so end up winding down operations. While Japan’s economic recovery gathers pace (in Q2 2017 the 
country recorded its sixth consecutive quarter of GDP growth, the best performance for Japan in more than a decade), 
we expect the failure rate to start increasing, particularly among labour-intensive small and medium-sized enterprises, 
as Japan’s extremely tight labour market means companies will struggle to fill positions without raising wages.

October 2017
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COUNTRY BANKRUPTCY (%)

INDONESIA -26.3 

THAILAND -11.3 

JAPAN -0.9 

COUNTRY BANKRUPTCY (%)

VIETNAM 9.3 

SINGAPORE 26.0 

CHINA 125.4



D&B’s U.S. Economic Health Tracker 
Reveals Continued Challenges 
for Small Businesses Balanced by 
Positive Job Growth

– The U.S. Small Business Health Index 
strengthened in August, rising 0.7 points from 
July, recording two consecutive months of 
gains. A lower percentage of small businesses 
paid severely delinquent while lower card 
delinquencies also contributed toward the 
gain. All major sectors rose this month.

– We expect the labor market to have added 
138,000 jobs to U.S. payrolls during August 
2017. While the labor market remains 
generally healthy, the employment figures 
this month are reflective of ongoing natural 
disasters afflicting the US.

– The U.S. Overall Business Health Index 
rose 0.3% in August from July, yet again 
setting a record for reaching its highest 
point since it’s the index’s inception. This 
month’s figure represents the strongest 
sequential gain since May of this year.

Click here to read the latest report.

STATESIDE

ASIA NEWSFLASH

To download the full report on Australian Business 
Sentiments, click here

TOUGH CHRISTMAS FOR AUSTRALIAN 
RETAILERS

Summary:  Business sentiment remains flat moving into 
the final quarter of 2017, despite an uptick in mid-year 
trading. In Dun & Bradstreet’s September Business 
Expectations Survey companies are predicting weaker 
sales, lower employment and a decline in selling prices; 
however, profits and capital investment are tipped to rise 
in the last months of the year. The upcoming Christmas 
period has done little to lift spirits in the troubled Retail 
sector, with expectations uncharacteristically low for 
the December quarter.

Commentary: Stephen Koukoulas, Dun & Bradstreet 
Economic Adviser, remarked that business expectations 
in manufacturing have taken a sharp turn lower, 
which appears to be linked to the recent strength in 
the Australian dollar which is undermining the sector’s 
international competitiveness.  As such, manufacturing 
is poised for a period of severe weakness with expected 
profits, sales and capital expenditure at the lowest level 
in at least four years.

FOLLOW HONG KONG    THE PHILIPPINES      SINGAPORE    THAILAND    TAIWAN 
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SPECIAL REPORT

ASIA NEWSFLASH

THIS SPECIAL REPORT  UNCOVERS THE OUTLOOK ON THE GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE 
INDUSTRY PARTICULARLY CHINA AND JAPAN,  COURTESY OF ATRADIUS.

MARKET MONITOR:

Automotive Performance and Outlook

TIME TO RETHINK

Globally the automotive industry has continued to 
perform quite well in 2016 and into 2017. Despite 
the diesel scandal and increased geopolitical volatility, 
the short-term outlook remains generally favourable. 
This is reflected in our sector performance assessment 
which rates all countries covered in this issue of the 
market monitor between “Good” and “Fair”.

Currently the main potential risks to the automotive 
industry, with its cross-border supply chains, seem to 
be protectionism and limitations of free trade triggered 
by a major shift in US economic policies. However, 
regardless of political issues and the economic cycle, 
there are major challenges ahead, which will sooner or 
later affect the automotive sector.

The global demand for mobility continues to increase, 
and growing environmental issues, changing consumer 
demand patterns and political guidelines will lead to 
increasing demand for hybrid and electric vehicles, 
while the market share of combustion engine cars will 
decrease. This shift will be accompanied by the rising use 
of light metal design/new materials and digitalization.

Within the industry the competitive race for this 
innovation round is well underway, requiring large 
R&D spending from original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) and suppliers alike. This poses a major challenge 
for the bulk of small and medium-sized suppliers who 
deliver less valuable car components and parts, often 
heavily dependent on just one OEM and active in a highly 
competitive environment. Over the last couple of years, 
smaller businesses with easily substitutable products 
have already suffered from shrinking margins and lower 
profits. Financial weakness, together with a lack of access 
to capital markets and investors, could prevent them from 
making the necessary investments needed to innovate and 
climb up the value chain in order to sustain themselves in 
a comprehensively changing market environment.

We therefore expect that in the coming five years 
the credit risk of many of those structurally weaker 
automotive suppliers will increase, leading to strained 
liquidity, more payment delays and business failures. 
Mainly affected will be businesses producing/supplying 
for gearboxes, or those specialized in conventional 
combustion engines and parts, delivering metal 
components and components for exhaust systems.

October 2017

EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR BLEAK

On the following pages we indicate the general outlook 
for each sector featured using these symbols:

Atradius Market Monitor - September 2017
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OVERVIEW

CREDIT RISK ASSESSMENT
significantly
improving

improving stable deteriorating
significantly

deteriorating

Trend in non-payments over the last 6 months     

Development of non-payments over the coming 6 months     

Trend in insolvencies over the last 6 months     

Development of insolvencies over the coming 6 months     

FINANCING CONDITIONS very high high average low very low

Dependence on bank finance     

Overall indebtedness of the sector     

Willingness of banks to provide credit to this sector     

BUSINESS CONDITIONS
significantly
improving

improving stable deteriorating
significantly

deteriorating

Profit margins: general trend over the last 12 months     

General demand situation (sales)     

CHINA
– Growth in 2017 driven by the SUV segment
– Payments take 90-120 days on average
– Smaller non-core parts suppliers could face problems

According to China Association of Automobile 
Manufacturers (CAAM), passenger car sales increased 
15.3% to 24.4 million units in 2016, while commercial 
vehicle sales achieved 5.8% growth, reaching 3.65 
million units. The key driving force for this sales surge 
was a tax incentive policy on smaller cars. However, the 
government has meanwhile replaced the tax incentive 
by a higher rate. Therefore, total car sales growth 
slowed down to 3.8% in H1 of 2017, with passenger 
car sales increasing only 1.6%.

The SUV segment is attracting more and more customers 
due to persistently low oil prices, while the easing of the 
one-child policy prompts families to choose large vehicles 
when they have a second child. SUV sales increased 
45.7% in 2016, and their market share increased to 
40.5% end of June 2017. Sales of commercial vehicle 

sales grew 17.4% in H1 of 2017, to 2.1 million units, 
benefitting from surging commodity transportation 
demand and more infrastructure projects.

New energy vehicles (electric and hybrid) is a fast 
growing segment in China. The government has put 
about CNY 33 billion (EUR 4.3 billion) of subsidies 
into this segment so far, aiming for sales of new energy 
vehicles to reach 2 million by 2020 and to account for 
more than 20% of total vehicle production and sales 
by 2025. As carmakers rush to enter into this segment, 
annual capacity is about to exceed 7 million units by 
2020. Potential overcapacities aside, fraud is an issue 
as some automakers have cheated subsidies on unsold 
or inoperable vehicles. As a consequence, the Chinese 
government has set several strict regulations, such as 
raising technology standards to narrow model list.
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We see automotive manufacturers as strong businesses, 
because of the segment’s capital, technical intensity and 
the growth potential of the Chinese vehicle market. Our 
underwriting strategy remains open, but we are more 
cautious towards manufacturers of domestic brands 
than we are to joint ventures. We look mainly at cash 
flow and profitability when considering applications 
for cover.

The majority of core parts suppliers (engines and related 
equipment) in China are foreign-owned, including 
many strong businesses (e.g. Bosch, Continental, 
Magna, ZF Friedrichshafen, Delphi, etc.). The non-
core parts segment (lights, meters seats, axles, tyres, 
etc.) is composed of a variety of manufacturers. When 
underwriting this segment, we focus on whether they 
are overly export-oriented, in view of the on-going 
anti-dumping policies against Chinese enterprises that 
can lead to export barriers. We also take into account 
suppliers´ customers, for instance a major brand such 
as Volkswagen or Ford, and whether the parts supplied 
are ‘core’, such as engines or axles, and if a patent or 
special technique is involved. We are extra careful with 
smaller companies in this segment because of their 
poor equity, which could lead to insolvencies. Unlike 
other manufacturers, businesses in this segment may 
have difficulty obtaining bank finance.

On average, it takes car manufacturers and suppliers 
about 90- 120 days to collect debts. In the car dealing 
segment, average creditor days are about 40-60 days. 

We expect longer payment terms in the future due to 
increasing liquidity pressure on buyers.

Payment experience has been satisfying over the past 
two years, and non-payments are not expected to 
increase in the coming months. The level of automotive 
insolvencies is low compared to other industries, and 
business failures are not expected to increase in 2017.

CHINA: AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR

2016 2017f 2018f

GDP growth (%) 6.7 6.6 6.3

Sector value added growth (%) 16.1 7.8 3.2

Sector share in the national economy (%) 1.9

Average sector growth over the past 3 years (%) 11.5

Average sector growth over the past 5 years (%) 11.5

Degree of export orientation medium

Degree of competition very high

Sources: Macrobond, Oxford Economics, Atradius

CHINESE AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR

Strengths

Automotive is a government backed industry

Rising income and urbanisation will drive demand

Major players are financially strong. They are 
usually large corporations with state-owned 
background or joint ventures with multinationals

 

Weaknesses

Rising costs for raw materials and labour will 
squeeze the profit in the sector.

Potential trade disputes between major economies

Traffic restrictions and environmental regulations 
could have negative impact on the market.

Source: Atradius

Atradius Market Monitor - September 2017
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Atradius Market Monitor - September 2017

JAPAN
– Domestic sales continue to decrease
– Car producers profit margins decreased in 2016
– Payments duration ranges between 30-60 days for manufacturers

The Japanese automotive sector faces decreasing 
domestic sales due to demographic issues (a decrease in 
population and a growing share of elderly citizens) as 
well as tax hikes implemented in 2014 (consumption 
tax) and 2015 (light vehicle tax). Another hike in 
consumption tax is scheduled for October 2019.

Japanese car makers profit margins slightly 
deteriorated in the financial year 2016, mainly due to 
a Yen appreciation lower demand in North America. 
That said, the EU is set to eliminate tariffs on auto 
imports as part of the trade agreement between EU-
Japan, which will probably result in improved returns 
for Japanese carmakers as of 2019.

Capital requirement is high in this sector, but in 
general Japanese automotive businesses are not overly 
indebted. Due to the satisfactory business performance, 
banks are generally willing to provide loans with 
good financing conditions, which is helped by low 
interest rates. Additionally, the Japanese government is 
encouraging banks to support companies with strong 
financing needs.

The average payment duration in the Japanese 
automotive industry is around 30 days for car retailers, 
30-60 days for manufacturers and 60-90 days for 
wholesalers. Payment behaviour in this sector has 
been very good over the past two years. The number 
of protracted payments, non-payments and insolvency 
cases is very low, and it is expected that there will 
be no deterioration in the coming months as the 
businesses environment is expected to remain stable 
and banks are willing to lend. However recently the 
major automotive supplier Takata Corporation went 
into bankruptcy (see below).

Due to the generally positive indicators, we assess the 
credit risk and business performance of the automotive 
sector as stable, and our underwriting stance continues 
to be very open for large manufacturers and open for car 
parts suppliers and wholesalers. However, in those latter 
segments we have adopted a more cautious approach 
for smaller business, which often have weaker financials 
than larger businesses and are more vulnerable to 
sudden changes in the market sentiment. We also take a 
more prudent approach on car retailers due to the weak 
performance of the domestic care market.

Additionally, caution is advised with businesses 
engaged with Takata Corporation, the auto-parts 
supplier which filed for bankruptcy in Japan and the 
US after being hit by safety issues with airbags that 
resulted in the recall of tens of millions cars in the 
US. Takata will continue its global recall of faulty 
airbags, but should their financial assets run out some 
automotive manufacturers and suppliers may be forced 
to cover the remaining expenses.
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Agriculture Australia China Hong Kong India Indonesia

Agriculture N/A

Automotive/Transport

Chemicals/Pharma

Construction Const.Mtrls

Consumer Durables

Electronics/ICT

Financial Services

Food

Machines/ Engineering

Metals

Paper

Services

Steel

Textiles

Agriculture Japan New Zealand Singapore Taiwan Thailand

Agriculture N/A

Automotive/Transport

Chemicals/Pharma

Construction Const.Mtrls

Consumer Durables

Electronics/ICT

Financial Services

Food

Machines/ Engineering

Metals

Paper

Services

Steel

Textiles

EXCELLENT BLEAKPOORGOOD FAIR

INDUSTRIES PERFORMANCE 
FORECAST PER COUNTRY

Atradius Market Monitor - September 2017
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DATA SHOWCASE

The Data You Need That We Have

Republic of Korea - September 2017

* Active records are defined as not out of business, 
unable to confirm and has requested to be 
removed from the database.

ACTIVE RECORDS

ACTIVE RECORDS WITH SIC*

PRIMARY CONTACT NAME / CEO

INCREMENT
FROM 1.6M TO 2.8M

70%

* Standard Industry Classification. Can be grouped 
into progressively broader industry classifications: 
industry group, major group, and division.

INCREMENT
FROM 1.4M TO 2.0M

INCREMENT
FROM 1.5M TO 2.7M

37%

73%

EMPLOYEE FIGURE

SALES FIGURE

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

INCREMENT
FROM 385K TO 1.1M

INCREMENT
FROM 145K TO 480K

INCREMENT
FROM 1.6M TO 2.8M

INCREMENT
FROM 1.1M TO 1.8M

197%

232%

69%

56%
* Data growth comparison is made between September 2016 and 2017



ASIA NEWSFLASH

DATA SHOWCASE

The Data You Need That We Have

India

FOUNDATIONAL DATA*
TOTAL COUNT:

DATA CONTAINS NAME,  ADDRESS,  TELEPHONE,  L INE OF BUSINES,  PRINCIPAL

1.4M

* Parent, subsidiaries and branches of a business record * Data contains name, address, start year, emp/sales

* Obtain relevant reports immediately 70% of the instances.

LINKAGE*

NEW BUSINESSES ANSWER FROM FILE

FIRMOGRAPHIC DATA*

BRANCH LINKAGE 
NEWLY ESTABLISHED

CONTACTS NOW AVAILABLE 
ON 580K NEW RECORDS

BUSINESS DATA
NOW AVAILABLE

AFF RATE ON CROSS 
BORDER BUSINESS REPORTS*

RECORDS NOW CONTAINS 
EMPLOYEE DATA

TOTAL COUNT:
900K LINKAGE

TOTAL COUNT:
236K NEW BUSINESSES

TOTAL COUNT: 500K 
CROSS BORDER REPORTS

TOTAL COUNT:
896K EMPLOYEE DATA

TOTAL COUNT:
6M CONTACTS

40k

900k

200k 70% 

26k

+359k
 TOTAL 4.4M

+277k
 TOTAL 6M

+79k
TOTAL 663k 

+23k
TOTAL 277k

PHONE NO. SIC RECORDS EMAIL  IDs URLs



Subscribe
If you wish to stay informed and directly receive industry newsfeeds or market updates regarding specific countries (below) 
on a regular basis, kindly contact the following:

CHINA : Monthly Market Watch (Chinese) liclaire@dnb.com
HONG KONG : D&B Hong Kong Quarterly e-Newsletter loa@dnb.com
INDIA : Monthly Economy Observer (English) singharun@dnb.com
INDONESIA : Daily News Headlines (English) fariz@dnb.co.id
JAPAN : Monthly Bankruptcy Trends (Japanese) marketing.tsr-net
 : TSR Global Economic News (Japanese) marketing.tsr-net
MALAYSIA : Weekly News Bites (English) dnb.marketing@dnb.com.sg
PHILIPPINES : Weekly News Bites (English) hocsoni@dnb.com.ph
SINGAPORE : Weekly News Bites (English) dnb.marketing@dnb.com.sg
TAIWAN : Monthly e-Newsletter (Chinese) marketingtw@dnb.com

Feedback
We welcome your feedback so please send us your comments or email PublicationContact-JP@dnb.com to subscribe or 
unsubscribe to the monthly Newsflash.

Disclaimer
The information in this newsletter is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind.  In no event will D&B or its information providers be liable in 
any way with regard to such information or your use of it. D&B makes no representations, warranties or endorsements with respect to any websites 
or services that are linked to this newsletter, or information thereon. When you access a non-D&B site, or information from a non-D&B site, you 
acknowledge that D&B has no control over the content or information at that site, and that it is your responsibility to protect your systems from 
viruses and other items of a destructive nature. 
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